A NEW DOCUMENTARY FILM

STEPPING into the FUTURE

On the Occasion of the Publication of BAsics
A Celebration of Revolution and the Vision of a New World

THE FILM FEATURES PERFORMANCES AND INTERVIEWS:
Matthew Shipp & William Parker
David Murray
reg e. gaines
Maluca Mala
Abiodun Oyewole
Outernational
Maggie Brown
Guillermo C. Brown
Moist Paula Henderson
Aladdin & Avirodh Sharma

INTERVIEWS, NEW AND ARCHIVAL FILM:
Bob Avakian
Dr. Cornel West
Richard Brown
Annie Day
Carl Dix
Kyle Goen
Dread Scott

BAsics by Bob Avakian,
Chairman of the
Revolutionary Communist Party, USA

TICKETS FOR PREMIERE SCREENING & CELEBRATION

ONLINE: laemmle.com/films/37754
Revolution Books • 5726 Hollywood Blvd., LA • 323.463.3500

To learn more about the film, Bob Avakian, and BAsics, go to: revcom.us
ORDER THE DVD at www.revolutionbooksnyc.org $10.00